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Abstract

The day-time eastward equatorial electric field (EEF) in the E-region plays an

important role in equatorial ionospheric dynamics. It is responsible for driving the

equatorial electrojet (EEJ) current system, equatorial vertical ion drifts, and the

equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA). Due to its importance, there is much interest

in accurately measuring the EEF. However, there is a severe lack of high quality

data with the notable exception being the JULIA coherent scatter radar in Peru.

In this work we use CHAMP satellite-derived latitudinal current profiles of the

day-time EEJ in order to estimate the eastward electric field at all longitudes,

seasons, and day-side local times. We have constructed a dataset of over 32,000

EEF estimates based on six years of CHAMP data. Our estimates agree well with

JULIA measurements, with an RMS difference of 0.13 mV/m.
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1 Introduction1

Neutral thermospheric winds in the equatorial region provide the energy re-2

quired to maintain the zonal equatorial electric field (EEF). In the E-region,3

tidal winds drive currents to higher latitudes, which interact with the Earth’s4

magnetic field, causing a buildup of positive and negative charges at the dawn5

and dusk terminators respectively. This causes a strong eastward electric field6

on the equatorial day-side (Forbes, 1981; Heelis, 2004). This electric field is a7

primary driver of many ionospheric phenomena.8

At the magnetic dip equator, the EEF drives a vertical Hall current and an9

eastward Pederson current. Since the upper and lower boundaries of the dy-10

namo region are practically non-conducting, the Hall current is restricted,11

which leads to an enhanced eastward current flow known as the equatorial12

electrojet (EEJ) (Cowling, 1933). The EEJ is receiving renewed interest with13

the availability of large magnetic data sets from recent satellite missions. Mag-14

netic signals of the EEJ current are an important tool to indirectly study the15

eastward electric field.16

The EEF causes vertical E×B plasma drift upward at the dip equator. This17

vertical ion drift lifts equatorial plasma to altitudes above 800 km which then18

diffuses down magnetic field lines to form dense bands of plasma on either19

side of the magnetic equator at low latitudes (about 15◦ north and south of20

the dip equator). This is known as the equatorial ionospheric anomaly (EIA)21

(Appleton, 1954; Anderson, 1981). The vertical ion drift, whose velocity is22

E×B/B2 provides the opportunity to directly measure the EEF from Doppler23

shifts in radar echoes.24
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While the EEF is responsible for many important ionospheric processes, it25

has been difficult to measure or infer the electric field until recently. The JU-26

LIA (Jicamarca Unattended Long-term Investigations of the Ionosphere and27

Atmosphere) radar at the Jicamarca Radio Observatory has been measuring28

150-km drift echoes, from which the EEF can be inferred, since 1996 (Hysell29

et al., 1997). While other radars have made similar measurements during var-30

ious campaigns, JULIA is the only radar to have continuously measured the31

EEF over a long period of time. While the JULIA data have been used in32

many studies of the equatorial ionosphere (Fejer and Scherliess, 1997; Batista33

et al., 1996), they do not give a global picture of the EEF due to the fixed34

location of the observatory near Lima, Peru.35

Recent satellite missions have for the first time made it possible to make global36

measurements of the equatorial electric field in all longitudes, local times, and37

seasons. Fejer et al. (2008) have constructed a global climatological vertical38

plasma drift model based on observations from the Ionospheric Plasma and39

Electrodynamics Probe Instrument (IPEI) aboard the ROCSAT-1 satellite,40

during the period from March 1999 to June 2004. Alken and Maus (2007)41

created a climatological model of the peak equatorial electrojet current based42

on magnetic field observations from the CHAMP, Ørsted and SAC-C satellites.43

While this model accurately predicts the climatology of the peak EEJ current,44

it does not take into account the full meridional structure of the EEJ current45

and therefore does not contain enough information to make estimates of the46

EEF.47

In this study, we use the full latitudinal current structure of the equatorial48

electrojet current, as seen by the CHAMP satellite, to predict the eastward49

equatorial electric field for individual CHAMP equatorial passes. Previously,50
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Maus et al. (2007) studied CHAMP meridional current profiles averaged over51

all longitudes and seasons and attempted to estimate average electric field52

values as well as neutral wind profiles. They found difficulties, however, in53

separating the individual effects of the winds and the electric field. Alken et al.54

(2008) extended this work by using a much improved Horizontal Wind Model55

(HWM07). This eliminated the need to co-estimate the winds and therefore56

yielded more accurate electric field values for averaged CHAMP profiles. In57

this study, we extend this work to individual CHAMP passes, thereby creating58

a data set of over 32,000 EEF estimates at all longitudes, seasons and day-side59

local times during the years 2000 through 2006.60

In section 2 we discuss the CHAMP data used for this study. In section 361

we describe our method of modeling the CHAMP EEJ meridional current62

profiles and the procedure of producing an electric field estimate. In section 463

we compare the estimates with vertical drift measurements from the JULIA64

radar. In section 5 we outline the main global features of the eastward electric65

field. Finally, in section 6 we make some concluding remarks.66

2 CHAMP data67

The CHAMP (CHAllanging Minisatellite Payload) satellite was launched into68

a polar circular orbit in July 2000 with an initial altitude of 454 km. Its69

mean altitude subsequently decayed to about 350 km by the end of 2006. The70

satellite completes an orbit every 92 minutes and decreases one hour in local71

time every eleven days. The instruments used in this study are the scalar72

magnetometer which measures the magnetic field intensity, and the vector73

magnetometer whose orientation in space is determined by a dual-head star74
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Fig. 1. Sample EEJ current profiles from CHAMP satellite scalar and vector mag-

netometer data

camera.75

Each time CHAMP flies over the dip equator on the day-side, it records a lati-76

tudinal magnetic profile from which the EEJ signature can be recovered (Lühr77

et al., 2004). First, the POMME-3.1 (Maus et al., 2006) model is subtracted78

which removes contributions from the core, mantle, crust and magnetosphere.79

The remaining residual magnetic signal is primarily due to the Sq current80

and the equatorial electrojet. To remove the Sq contribution, a background81

Sq signal was fitted outside a ±12◦ window around the dip equator and then82

subtracted to obtain a clean EEJ magnetic signal. To recover the current from83

the magnetic data, we inverted for parallel line currents at 108 km altitude84

with each line current representing 0.5◦ wide band of height integrated east-85

ward current in corrected geomagnetic (cgm) coordinates (Richmond, 1995).86

Due to difficulties in separating the background magnetic field, there is some87

ambiguity in the zero level current. To overcome this problem, independent88

inversions of the scalar and vector data were done to validate a common zero89

level (Alken and Maus, 2007). These independent inversions are in good agree-90

ment, as shown in Figure 1.91
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Fig. 2. A random sample of individual CHAMP current profiles (solid) with the

corresponding modeled profiles (dotted).

are (in geocentric spherical coordinates)93

94

∇× E=0 (1)

J = ∇×
(
ψ′φ̂

)
+ Jφφ̂=σ (E + u × B) (2)

where E is the electric field, J is the current density, ψ′ is an unknown stream95

function to be determined, φ̂ is a unit vector in the eastward direction, σ is96

the conductivity tensor (Forbes, 1981, eq. 10), u is the neutral wind velocity,97

and B is the ambient magnetic field. Eq. 1 follows from Maxwell’s steady98

state conditions and Eq. 2 follows from the steady state momentum equations99

(Forbes, 1981, pgs. 479-480).100

To model the current density J, we first replace the unknown stream function101
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we can use151

152

JPDE(Eφ0 ,u)= JPDE(Eφ0 ,u = 0) +

JPDE(Eφ0 = 0,u), (17)

which allows us to set up the CHAMP inversion as153

154

JCHAMP = sJPDE(Eφ0 ,u = 0)

+JPDE(Eφ0 = 0,u)

−JDC (18)

where the parameters to be optimized are the scaling factor s and a possible155

DC offset JDC .156
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Fig. 3. Comparison of electric field estimates from CHAMP with electric field

measurements from the JULIA radar. Best fit line is dotted, y = x line is solid.

Left: CHAMP estimates using unmodified electron collision frequency from NRLM-

SISE-00 and IRI2007 models. Best fit line: ECHAMP = 0.50×EJULIA +0.02. Right:

CHAMP estimates using electron collision frequency enhanced by a factor of 4. Best

fit line: ECHAMP = 0.98 × EJULIA + 0.03.

The PDE in Eq. (9) is solved twice for each CHAMP profile, once with the157

wind input set to 0, and once with the eastward electric field input set to158

0. The CHAMP profile inversion in Eq. (18) is performed by a least squares159

method where the parameters s and JDC are constrained to make the PDE160
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and CHAMP profiles agree at the magnetic equator. This is done because the161

value of the eastward current at the magnetic equator is primarily due to the162

eastward electric field, while the winds have more of an effect off of the equator163

(Fambitakoye et al., 1976, Figs. 1, 2). The most accurate electric field estimate164

is obtained by constraining the PDE solution to agree with CHAMP at the165

magnetic equator, verified by comparing exact overflights with the JULIA166

radar (see below). There may be some errors introduced with this procedure167

in some longitude sectors since the CHAMP current profiles were computed in168

corrected geomagnetic coordinates (cgm) but we solve our PDE in geocentric169

coordinates. In a follow-on study we plan to extend our modeling to cgm170

coordinates to eliminate any possible errors arising from this.171

Some sample individual CHAMP profiles along with their corresponding mod-172

eled solutions are shown in Figure 2. These profiles include the 4νe correction173

which is described in more detail below. The majority of modeled profiles174

agree well with their CHAMP counterparts. 60% of the modeled profiles had175

a correlation with CHAMP of above 0.7. Of those profiles with poor correla-176

tions, some were taken during the evening when the EEJ current signal is very177

small, causing errors to amplify. Some are simply the result of the difficulties178

in modeling day to day highly variable data, especially since our conductivity179

and wind models are climatological.180

4 Comparison with JULIA vertical drift measurements181

To verify our method of modeling the EEF, we compare our results with the182

vertical drift measurements of the JULIA radar. JULIA is a coherent scatter183

radar data acquisition system located at the Jicamarca Radio Observatory184
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(11.95◦S, 76.87◦W), which makes high quality measurements of 150-km drift185

echoes.186

Upon initially comparing the results of our modeling process with the JULIA187

data, we found that the CHAMP electric field values systematically under-188

estimated JULIA EEF estimates by about a factor of 2. Gagnepain et al.189

(1977) found when comparing early EEJ models that the observed value of190

the electron collision frequency had to be multiplied by a factor of 4 in order191

to produce results which accurately reflected observed parameters of the EEJ.192

Ronchi et al. (1990) then put this ad hoc assumption on a firmer theoretical193

footing by demonstrating that the inclusion of small scale turbulence effects194

on the larger scale plasma dynamics, which were not previously taken into ac-195

count, enhances the electron Pederson mobility and reduces the polarization196

electric field. These effects can be modeled by increasing the observed electron197

collision frequency.198

In this study, we adopted the convention of increasing the electron collision fre-199

quency (as computed by the NRLMSISE-00 and IRI2007 models) by a factor200

of 4. This method is also utilized by the TIEGCM model in simulations of the201

EEJ (Fang, 2008). The resulting zonal electric field estimates from CHAMP202

are in impressive agreement with the electric field measurements from JULIA,203

as shown in Figure 3. As can be seen, the CHAMP eastward electric field es-204

timates are drastically improved with the higher electron collision frequency.205

These plots were generated from all available JULIA and CHAMP data from206

1 Aug 2001 to 26 November 2006. Data were selected in the local-time sector207

0700 to 1600 LT and whenever CHAMP passed within 10◦ longitude of the208

JULIA radar location. These criteria led to 628 CHAMP equatorial crossings.209

Figure 3 shows data for all values of Kp, providing some confirmation that our210
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modeling process yields accurate electric field estimates during both quiet and211

disturbed times. We find a correlation coefficient of 0.84 for both the original212

and modified electron collision frequencies. With the modified collision fre-213

quency, the slope of the best fit line remarkably improved to 0.98, close to the214

ideal value of 1.0, indicating that our modeled electric field values agree well215

with the JULIA data. The RMS difference between the CHAMP electric field216

estimates and JULIA values is 0.13 mV/m. While the 4νe correction produces217

very accurate results in the Peruvian sector, the validity of this adjustment at218

other longitudes still needs to be verified. All subsequent figures in this paper219

include the 4νe correction.220

To further investigate the sensitivity of our modeling procedure to Kp, we show221

in Figure 4 the error χ2 between the CHAMP profiles and their corresponding222

modeled profiles as a function of Kp. The misfit function is defined as223

χ2 =
∑

i

[JCHAMP (θi) − JPDE(θi)]
2 (19)224

where the sum is taken over the latitude range −15◦ to 15◦, and the term JPDE225

is the full modeled solution, using the optimized eastward electric field value,226
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wind contributions and DC offset. Remarkably the maximum misfit between227

the observed and modeled profiles remains relatively constant except for a few228

disturbed profiles in the range 7 ≤ Kp ≤ 9.229
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Fig. 5. Difference between CHAMP electric field estimates and corresponding JULIA

data as a function of Kp

It is also instructive to compare our electric field measurements directly with230

JULIA as a function of Kp. This is shown in Figure 5. Again we used all231

available CHAMP passes over the JULIA radar within ±10◦. We see that the232

difference between the JULIA electric field values and the CHAMP estimates233

does not significantly increase with Kp.234

A further important consideration is how daily departures of ionospheric and235

thermospheric parameters from the climatological mean given by the IRI2007236

and NRLMSISE-00 models may affect our electric field estimates, since the237

conductivity tensor σ is computed entirely from these two models. We exam-238

ined a single CHAMP current profile and varied the relevant IRI and MSIS239

parameters to determine the corresponding uncertainties in the electric field240

estimate. Varying the electron temperature by ±50% leads to about a ±10%241

change in the electric field estimate. Increasing the electron density from IRI242

by 50% leads to a −20% change in the EEF estimate, while decreasing it by243
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50% leads to a +47% change. Changing the electron collision frequency by244

±50% (before the factor 4 correction) leads to a change of about 30% in the245

EEF estimate. Changing the ion collision frequencies by ±50% leads to a max-246

imum change in the estimate by about 30%. The neutral densities obtained247

from MSIS lead to less than a 5% difference in the EEF estimate when varied248

by ±50%. It is remarkable that errors in the neutral density model have such249

a small effect on our EEF estimate and so we conclude that the main source250

of error in our conductivity will come from the IRI model, especially in the251

calculation of the electron/ion densities.252
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Fig. 6. Electric field as a function of longitude and local time for different seasons

at low Kp (≤ 3).

We also considered departures of the daily wind field from the Horizontal Wind253

Model, and their effects on our EEF estimates. We examined the effects of the254
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zonal and meridional winds separately, and scaled the winds by a constant255

factor at all altitudes of interest. When scaling the zonal winds by ±50% at256

all altitudes, we find a difference of ±17% in the EEF estimate. The meridional257

winds had a much smaller effect, as expected. Scaling these winds by ±50% at258

all altitudes leads to less than a 1% difference in the EEF estimate. The storm259

time component of the Horizontal Wind Model was not included in this study.260

In a future study we plan to include disturbance wind effects which may help261

to further reduce errors during storm-time conditions.262

5 Global Features of the Eastward Electric Field263

In Figure 6 we plot the eastward electric field estimates as a function of lon-264

gitude and local time for all four seasons during quiet-time (Kp ≤ 3). Dur-265

ing equinox and June solstice we see the well known wavenumber-4 struc-266

ture as well as the wavenumber-3 structure during December solstice. The267

wavenumber-4 longitudinal structure has been observed in many different data268

sets. England et al. (2006) found a wavenumber-4 structure in the peak noon-269

time equatorial electrojet current values derived from the CHAMP, SAC-C270

and Ørsted satellites. Alken and Maus (2007) later constructed a climatolog-271

ical model of the peak EEJ current densities which clearly exhibits a wave-4272

structure during equinox and June solstice, as well as a wave-3 structure dur-273

ing December solstice. Hartman and Heelis (2007) also found a wavenumber-4274

structure in equatorial vertical ion drift measurements of the DMSP satel-275

lite (830 km altitude) in the 0930 local time sector during September. Fejer276

et al. (2008) recently constructed a climatological vertical plasma drift model277

from ROCSAT-1 measurements which also exhibits the wave-4 and wave-3278
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structures at different seasons.279

Recent studies attribute the wavenumber-4 longitudinal pattern to the east-280

ward propagating diurnal tide with zonal wavenumber-3 (DE3) originating in281

the tropical troposphere. Lühr et al. (2008) performed a detailed analysis of282

the effects of DE3 on the equatorial electrojet using the climatological model283

EEJM-1 of Alken and Maus (2007). They found that DE3 is the primary con-284

tributor to longitudinal variations in the EEJ, especially during the months285

April - October.286

We find longitudinal peaks during both equinoxes near −170◦, −90◦, 0◦, and287

100◦ longitude, in agreement with the findings of Alken and Maus (2007)288

and Fejer et al. (2008). Also significant is the strength of the EEF during289

September equinox as compared to March equinox. This feature is also seen290

in the magnetic data from CHAMP but was not incorporated into the seasonal291

dependence in the model of Alken and Maus (2007). During December solstice292

we see peaks near −170◦, 0◦ and 100◦ also in agreement with Fejer et al. (2008).293

In June solstice we find a large peak near 100◦, a much smaller peak near 10◦294

and a broad peak in the longitudinal sector −180◦ to −90◦ which appears as295

a double peak during the 0800 to 1400 local time sector, and appears as a296

single peak in the early morning and the evening, also in agreement with the297

findings of Fejer et al. (2008).298

In Figure 7 we plot the electric field as a function of longitude and season299

around 1200 LT for quiet-time (Kp ≤ 3). Here we see that the electric field300

is strongest during September equinox, especially at the 100◦ peak. The peak301

at −170◦ tends to be stronger closer to December solstice and into January.302

The peak at −170◦ appears to drift to around −150◦ during December solstice303
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Fig. 7. Electric field as a function of longitude and season for 1100 to 1300 local

time at low Kp (≤ 3).

leading to the wave-3 structure we observe. The seasonal dependence of the304

electric field is further illustrated in Figure 8 where we plot the raw data for the305

1100 to 1300 local time sector near the longitudes −170◦ and 100◦, along with306

a smoothed data curve. Here we see a large peak during September equinox307

in the 80◦ to 110◦ longitude sector with smaller peaks during January, March308

equinox, May, July, and December solstice. In the −180◦ to −160◦ longitude309

sector, we find stronger peaks in January and March equinox with four smaller310

peaks during May, July, September equinox and November. Though our data311

appears to exhibit a six peak structure in season, some of these features may312

be caused by a lack of CHAMP data at all seasons near 1200 LT, and further313

study is required to determine if these features are physically real.314

In Figure 9 we plot the eastward electric field as a function of local time and315

season for the longitudinal peak near 100◦. We find that the EEF has a broad316

peak in the 1000 to 1400 local time sector during all seasons. We again see317

multiple seasonal peaks in the data, especially around local noon, but again318
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Fig. 8. Electric field as a function of season for 1100 to 1300 local time at low

Kp (≤ 3). Top: all data for the longitude sector 80◦ to 110◦. Bottom: all data for

the longitude sector −180◦ to −160◦. The solid curve in both plots represents a

smoothing of the data by Tikhonov regularization.

we caution this could be due to noise or an insufficient amount of data.319

We show a clearer picture of the local time dependence in Figure 10. Here320

we plot our raw electric field estimates as a function of local time during321

September equinox with a smoothed data curve. In the upper plot we display322

the peak occurring at 100◦ by taking all data in the longitude sector 80◦ to323

110◦. The bottom plot represents the peak occurring near 0◦ by taking data in324

the longitude sector −10◦ to 20◦. In both cases we see a westward electric field325

in the early morning hours and a steady rise to a broad peak around 1000 to326

1400 LT. The electric field then steadily decreases to zero at about 1800 LT.327
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Fig. 9. Electric field as a function of local time and season for 80◦ to 110◦ longitude

at low Kp (≤ 3).

6 Discussion328

We have successfully implemented a procedure to solve the differential equa-329

tions governing the equatorial electrojet in conjunction with observed CHAMP330

satellite meridional EEJ current profiles to produce estimates of the eastward331

electric field. We have constructed a data set of over 32,000 electric field esti-332

mates with coverage of all longitudes, seasons, and day-time local times. Our333

estimates were compared with vertical drift measurements from the JULIA334

coherent scatter radar at Jicamarca, Peru, finding a high correlation of 0.84335

as well as a best fit slope of 0.98 between the JULIA electric field measure-336

ments and our estimates based on CHAMP. Our analysis has been carried337

out during both quiet and disturbed times, and we find good agreement with338

JULIA even during highly disturbed times. The RMS difference between the339

JULIA and CHAMP-derived electric field values is 0.13 mV/m. For this error340

estimate, no data were excluded for any reason.341
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Fig. 10. Electric field as a function of local time during September equinox at low

Kp (≤ 3). Top: all data for the longitude sector 80◦ to 110◦. Bottom: all data for the

longitude sector −10◦ to 20◦. The solid curve in both plots represents a smoothing

of the data by Tikhonov regularization.

We have shown that our electric field estimates exhibit previously identified342

behavior in longitude, local time, and season. We find the well known wave-343

4 and wave-3 longitudinal structures at different seasons in agreement with344

several previous studies (England et al., 2006; Alken et al., 2008). Seasonally,345

we find peaks in the EEF during equinox at most longitudes as well as a much346

stronger field during September equinox compared to March equinox. In local347

time, we find a westward electric field in the early morning and a broad peak348

in the EEF around 1000 to 1400 LT.349

We have examined the effects of errors in the IRI-2007, NRLMSISE-00 and350
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HWM07 models on our EEF estimates. We find that the largest changes in our351

EEF estimates will come from daily variations in the electron/ion densities,352

the electron/ion collision frequencies, and the zonal winds. Variations in the353

electron temperature, neutral densities, and meridional winds have very little354

effect on the EEF estimates. In all cases, uncertainties in ionospheric and355

thermospheric parameters lead to a smaller corresponding effect on the electric356

field estimates as required for a reliable modeling method.357

As mentioned before, vertical wind effects were not included in this study.358

Vertical winds can have a substantial effect on vertical polarization electric359

fields and consequently the zonal electric field in the E-region (Hysell et al.,360

2002). Anandarao et al. (1978) report up to 20 m/s vertical winds in the361

equatorial region at altitudes of 95-100 km. These winds could have large362

effects on the equatorial electrojet, and possibly even cause counter-electrojet363

conditions (Raghavarao and Anandarao, 1980). Unfortunately very few studies364

exist on vertical wind effects at the equator, and those that do normally have365

data for only a few heights and rely on considerable extrapolation (Anandarao366

et al., 1978). Therefore, due to a lack of data and models, we are unable to367

include vertical wind effects in our present study.368

Overall we believe our method to be a significant advance in the study of369

equatorial electrodynamics. This work will open possibilities for future studies370

into the climatology of the EEF, studies of the EEF during disturbed times,371

as well as the study of the many ionospheric phenomena influenced by the372

EEF.373
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